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Robust object-oriented formulation of directed thermofluid
stream networks
Dirk Zimmer
Institute of System Dynamics and Control, German Aerospace Center (DLR), Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
ABSTRACT
Object-oriented formulation of thermal fluid streams often yields
large non-linear equation systems whose numerical solution is diffi-
cult to achieve. This paper revisits the fundamental equations for
thermal fluid streams and introduces a new term: the steady mass
flow pressure p̂. Using this term, the equations can be brought into
a form where all non-linear computations are explicit. This enables
a robust and object-oriented formulation of even complex architec-
tures. The modelling of aircraft environmental control systems is
presented as one possible application example.
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Modelling and simulation of thermal fluid systems are in high demand for many
engineering applications. Prominent challenges are the design and control of climate
and cooling systems for aircraft [1] or ground vehicles [2]. Other applications are the
process modelling and control of thermal power plants [3] and the simulation of building
physics [4] for environment-friendly work places. Detailed simulations using
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods are often infeasible for an early design
phase and hence other methods are used that impose a much lower computational
burden and require a far less detailed modelling effort.
A methodology that is most prominently applied is the object-oriented modelling of
fluid systems by means of differential-algebraic equation systems using languages like
Modelica. For instance, all references for the application field above, refer to Modelica
implementations and Figure 1 presents the Modelica model diagram for an air-cycle that
is being part of an aircraft climate system. Modelica is an open and free modelling
language [5] supported by various commercial and free tools. Also, there are free
Modelica standard libraries supporting the common physical modelling base for different
application fields: a Media library that supports various models of the fluid’s thermo-
dynamic properties [6] and a standard fluid library [7] with a common interface [8] for
the modelling of fluid streams through various components between volume elements
and system boundaries.
Yet despite all this support, there still remain reoccurring problems that pose major
challenges for the end-user. Most of them involve the solvability of (larger) non-linear
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equation systems. Every so often, initialization or simulation of the fluid systems fails for
reasons that are hard to detect for a non-specialist. From the end-user perspective, this is
perceived as a lack of robustness significantly slowing down the development time of new
fluid architectures.
It is important to understand how crucial robustness is and how costly a lack of it is.
Our application field is the modelling and simulation of climate and cooling system for
aircraft [1]. Whenever a new aircraft is designed, dozens of different architectures are
being proposed and evaluated. For each architecture, a large set of failure cases need to be
considered, combined with a large set of very different (often extreme) environmental
conditions. Also, the parameters will be optimized by specialized algorithms and com-
plete mission simulation is used for evaluation. In total, hundreds of thousands of
simulations are performed on different architectures, configurations, and parameters.
Ideally, none of these simulations should fail for numerical reasons but from the authors'
experience, in practice, thousands of working hours are spent to manually fix occurring
difficulties. Many other application fields share similar problems although these are
typically little reported.
There is however a common root for this problem. These are large non-linear
equation systems. The air cycle model of Figure 1 contains a non-linear equation system
Figure 1. Modelica model diagram of a three-wheel bootstrap air cycle used in aircraft environmental
control systems.
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over more than 200 variables as reported in [9]. The Modelica models of ThermosysPro
[3] may contain non-linear equation systems larger than 1000. Similar problems with
non-linear equation systems are reported for building physics [10]. Difficult to solve non-
linear equation systems are also reported for smaller hydraulic networks and heat
exchangers in [11]. Although the simulation tools do their best to solve such systems,
it is evident that a robust solution can hardly be expected. Hence, a significant effort has
been undertaken to improve the situation by applying homotopy methods [12]. Although
this led to some improvement, it ultimately was of limited success.
This paper presents a new approach to achieve a robust formulation for thermal fluid
systems in an object-oriented environment. We achieve this targets by two means: first,
we avoid the creation of any large non-linear equation system and second, we generate
a set of DAEs that is robustly solvable by stiff-system ODE solvers after a structural
transformation.
The contribution of this paper is thus of purely structural nature. We do not stipulate
how to model individual components and media models or what parameters or level of
detail to use. Instead, we present a structural format and when each component is
modelled in this format, the modeller will know a priori that all possible systems
composed under certain rules out of these components are solvable. This is the desired
level of robustness.
In Section 2, we revisit the formulation of the underlying physical laws and derive
a useful decomposition for the pressure potential. In Section 3, we then use this decom-
position to define a structural format for thermofluid models and examine the resulting
equation system structure. Corresponding practical implementations and use cases are
presented in Section 4. Potential errors and lismitations are discussed in Section 5
whereas Section 6 discusses open points and concludes this paper with a positioning of
the presented approach. Readers who are primarily interested in a comparison of this
method with respect to other methods may hence start at Section 6.
A concluding remark for this section: this work mostly builds on and refers to the
Modelica standard. This is because Modelica is an openly accessible standard with an
active research community. However, there are many other tools (often described as 1D
tools, since the fluid flows are regarded as one-dimensional) that may also profit from
this work. We have hence formulated most content in general terms and confined the
specifics of Modelica to Section 4.
2. Fundamental equations
What leads to the creation of large non-linear equation systems in fluid networks?
Whereas a smaller non-linear equation system may occur within a component (such as
a heat exchanger), larger non-linear systems are created by a network of such compo-
nents that may contain branches, by-passes, and loops. Whenever fluid flows join,
a (quasi-) static analysis will require an equivalence of pressure for each involved
junction. In order to fulfil this equivalence, the corresponding mass flow rates become
part of a non-linear equation system.
Figure 2 provides a simple academic example. A given mass flow _m0 is split at (A) into
_m1 and _m2. Both parts of the branch flow through black box components that arbitrarily
manipulate the thermodynamic state before they rejoin at (B) and flow through another
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black box component to reach the sink. The thermodynamic state is in this example
described by the pressure p, the specific enthalpy h and the mass-fraction content X.
Junction (B) requires an equivalence of pressure: p1 ¼ p2. In general, these two pressures
will be non-linearly dependent on _m1 or _m2, respectively. This means that in order to
maintain the pressure equivalence, a non-linear equation system has to be solved that
computes the corresponding split of the mass flow rate. There might also be none or
multiple solutions to this system.
For actual industrial examples, object-oriented formulations typically tend to bloat the
size of the equation system and more complex examples create larger equation systems. It
is then a priori unclear how many solutions exist and whether a generic non-linear
equation solver will find any of them (and which one), especially at (re-)initialization.
2.1. Inertial pressure in fluid streams and steady mass flow pressure
In order to increase robustness, we shall hence not rely on a generic solver but rather
provide differential equations that lead to the desired equivalence. Fortunately, the laws
of physics offer a favourable way to formulate this. To this end, let us review the one-
dimensional Euler equation for a stream [13] (or [14,15], respectively) with velocity v and











where pext represents an additional term of pressure acting along the streamline s. It may







dsþ ρvΔv ¼ Δp Δpext (2)
where Δ expresses the difference between the endpoint of integration s1 and s2. The
variable v expresses the mean velocity. The second term expresses the difference in
dynamic pressure and is typically denoted by Δq ¼ ρvΔv. For the first term, we can
express vs in terms of the mass flow rate _m:
Figure 2. Splitting the mass flow rate in order to achieve equivalence of pressure at junction (B) may
give rise to a non-linear equation system.




If we assume that each section of the streamline upholds the conservation of mass, the








dsþ Δq ¼ Δp Δpext (4)
The remaining integral term is denoted as inertance L [14,15]. In analogy to the
mechanical inertia, it represents the reluctance of the mass flow rate to change. For
a straight pipe with constant cross-section, the inertance simplifies to L ¼ Δs=A. In any
case, the inertance will be a constant value for constant geometries of the stream. Hence,
we denote the corresponding pressure term as (negative) inertial pressure r:




The Euler equation reads now as a simple balance of pressures:
 Δr þ Δq ¼ Δp Δpext (6)
We shall now define an unusual term, not present on textbooks on the matter: the steady
mass flow pressure p̂. It is denoted in this way because p̂ ¼ p if d _m=dt ¼ 0. It is simply
defined as the complement to the inertial pressure r:
p ¼ p̂þ r (7)
Using this definition to substitute p in the pressure balance from above yields:
Δp̂ ¼ Δpext  Δq (8)
The terms of the right-hand side may actually be dependent (amongst other quantities)
on the mass flow rate and pressure. For instance, the dynamic pressure q is dependent on
the density which depends on the pressure and the friction component in pext may
Figure 3. One-dimensional fluid stream along a pipe section of length Δs.
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depend on viscosity which may in turn depend on the pressure. Let us make this
dependence explicit:
Δp̂ ¼ Δpextðp; _m; :::Þ  Δqðp; _m; :::Þ (9)
If we are willing to sacrifice some precision in the case of unsteady mass flows, we may
instead use p̂ in the place of p:
Δp̂ ffi Δpextðp̂; _m; :::Þ  Δqðp̂; _m; :::Þ (10)
This form is very useful since we can compute now the pressure and all other thermo-
dynamic properties such as specific enthalpy and mass fraction for a system explicitly in
downstream direction assuming steady mass flow. In Section 5, we analyse the impact on
the validity of this approximation in detail but the reasoning for using p̂ instead of p is that
● for gases, r is often very small,
● for liquids, the thermodynamic properties are often not very sensitive to p,
● many formulas for friction (or related phenomena) are formulated under the
assumption of a steady flow in the first place.
When streamlines meet a boundary or each other, gradients in p̂ will occur. In order to
uphold equivalence of pressure p, we can account for these gradients by the inertial
pressure r that goes along with a corresponding change in mass flow rate. Fortunately, the
law for the inertial pressure is a simple linear differential equation. As for the inertance L,
it is independent of the thermodynamic state of the fluid and time-invariant for systems
with a fixed geometry.
This is the basic idea. We now have to go into detail and study how to set up the
equations for a junction of two (or more) streamlines.
2.2. Ideal mixing of fluid streams
The decomposition
p ¼ r þ p̂ (11)
enables us to formulate a mixing law in an explicit form in downstream direction for the
thermodynamic state. This state is hereby based on the steady mass flow pressure p̂, the
corresponding specific enthalpy ĥ and the mass fraction content X (a vector with n 1
positive entries for n substances and norm < 1). We thereby follow the convention that
inflow rates are positive and outflow rates are negative while i is an index for inflowing
streams. outflowing stream is denoted by the index mix. First, we formulate the con-








_miXi ¼ 0 (13)
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Now, let us formulate the conservation of energy under the assumption that the thermo-
dynamic state can be approximated by steady-mass flow conditions. The flow of energy is
expressed by _mh. Using the decomposition of pressure, we may also decompose h
correspondingly into h ¼ ûþ ðp̂þ rÞρ̂1 ¼ ĥþ rρ̂1, with û being the specific internal
energy and ρ̂1 being the specific volume; both approximations based on p̂ for the
thermodynamic state of steady mass flow. The energy balance hence also splits into
two equations: Equation 14 expresses the balance of convective energy transport (in
terms of ĥ); Equation 15 expresses the balance of volume work r _V ¼ r _mρ̂1 performed








ri _Vi ¼ 0 (15)
Figure 4 illustrates the mixing of two fluid streams into one and it displays that the
three corresponding steady mass flow pressures p̂1, p̂2, and p̂mix all differ across the
junction. To ensure pressure equivalence, these differences are compensated by the
inertial pressure that accelerates or decelerates the corresponding fluid streams. This
is illustrated by the moving discs in Figure 4 and expressed by the formulation of
pressure balance:
"i : p̂i þ ri ¼ p̂mix þ rmix (16)
If we base the thermodynamic state on the steady mass flow pressure ðp̂; ĥ;XÞ and
assume it to be known for all inflowing streams, we can now compute the state of the
outflowing mixture. Xmix results directly out of the conservation of mass (Equation 13).
ĥmix results directly out of the conservation of enthalpy (Equation 14). p̂mix must then be
determined such that Equations (15) and (16) are upheld.
The pressure balance enables us to express ri in terms of steady mass flow pressures




_Viðp̂mix þ rmix  p̂iÞ ¼ 0 (17)
Figure 4. Illustration of the thought experiment for the mixing of two fluids.
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When the volume is not conserved in the mixing process (for instance because there occurs
a phase transition), we need to relax Equation 18 to uphold this useful explicit formula. This
means we accept an error when the mass flow of the mixture accelerates or decelerates. For
steady mass flows, the error is zero anyway since rmix will be zero in this case.
In case the fluids have almost constant density (such as liquids), the following






This approximation is also useful, when the difference in densities is small or one does
not overly care about the correctness of the mass flow dynamics at transient behaviour.
3. Equation systems for unidirectional networks
3.1. Introductory example
Since we have found an explicit computational form for a mixing junction, the
decomposition of p into p̂ and r helps to restructure the overall equation system of
fluid networks into a favourable form. This is best explained by means of an example.
Figure 5 repeats the example of Figure 2 where split fluid streams rejoin. On each branch,
there is a simple black box component that manipulates the thermodynamic state of the
fluid by algebraic equations in an arbitrary way. For each section of each branch, the law
for the inertial pressure applies as in Equation 5.
This law is applied to all thermofluid components, causing all mass-flows of the system
to become potential state variables. This means that if the thermodynamic state of the
inlet is defined, each component can compute the thermodynamic state of the outlet in
a straightforward manner. All required variables represent knowns. This forward com-
putation is symbolized by the bold-faced variables in Figure 5. All of them are computed
simply from source to sink.
Given these variables, we can now compute the inertial pressure r and the mass-
flow dynamics. We start at the boundaries. For each source, r is stipulated to be 0.
At each sink, p̂þ r equals the desired outlet pressure. The pressure balance law is
applied for junction (A) and (B). The black box components contain the law for the
inertial pressure.










































































































In total, we can setup the following equation system for the mass-flow dynamics:
 d _m1
dt
L1 ¼ r1 (21)
 d _m2
dt
L2 ¼ r2 (22)
 d _m3
dt
L3 ¼ rC  rB (23)
p̂1 þ r1 ¼ p̂B þ rB (24)
p̂2 þ r2 ¼ p̂B þ rB (25)








Equation 27 thereby results from the application of the dummy-derivative method [16]
in order to reduce the set of state variables: it represents the time-derivative of the mass-



































The resulting equation system is not only linear. The matrix elements are either integers
or describe the pipe geometry and hence likely form invariants with respect to simulation
time. This means that the equation system can be inverted upfront and the evaluation of
the corresponding variables is performed as simple matrix-vector multiplication during
the simulation. When implementing such a form of equations in Modelica,
a corresponding tool for the generation of simulation code like Dymola [17] will perform
this automatically.
3.2. Informal explanation
Let us recapitulate the computations from above once more in order to better understand
the arising computational scheme. Based on the assumption of a steady mass flow, we
simply compute the thermodynamic state straightforward from source to sink for each
component. We can do so because the thermodynamic state at the sources is given and all
mass flows are known since they form state-variables of the system. Also, the mixing laws
have been formulated in such a way that the thermodynamic state of the outlet is
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a function of the inlets and the mass-flows. At each boundary, pressure differences in p̂
may occur and are attributed to r. This also applies to mixing junctions. To compute the
change of mass-flows that corresponds to the occurring inertial pressure r, a linear
system of equations needs to be solved.
3.3. Formal explanation
Now, where we have studied one example and acquired an informal understanding, let us
more formally analyse whether we can make general claims for the structure of the
resulting equation system. To this end, we will define a structural format for all compo-
nents and we will define how these components are connected to form a full thermal fluid
system. Based on these definitions, we derive general statements on the structure of the
resulting equation system. In the last part, we shall then show that the defined format is
indeed applicable to model thermal fluid systems.
3.3.1. Definitions
We define θ as a vector of dimension d large enough to fully describe the thermodynamic
state of the fluid it represents.
We then define a component C ¼ ðV;EÞ as pair of a set of variables V and a set of
equations E.
For a component with n inlets and o outlets, the variable set consists of
VC :¼ Θin :¼ ½θin;1; . . . ; θin;n;Θout :¼ ½θout;1; . . . ; θout;o; u; y; x; _x; _m; €m; r; pr; rC
 
(29)
where Θin is an n d matrix of thermodynamic inflow vectors and Θout the o d
outflow counterpart. The vectors for mass-flows _m, its time derivative €m, the inertial
pressures r and the pressure set points pr are all of dimension nþ o. The variable rC is an
auxiliary variable and acts as a common point of reference for the inertial pressure. The
signal input u, the signal output y are of arbitrary dimension (often zero), x and its time
derivative _x are vectors of arbitrary continuous-time states of arbitrary but equal dimen-
sion (also often zero). A component has thus ðd þ 4Þðnþ oÞ þ 2 dimðxÞ þ dimðuÞ þ
dimðyÞ þ 1 variables.
Figure 6 depicts such a component as a rectangular box and illustrates the sets of fluid
inlets and outlets, signal inputs and outputs, and internal states. Naturally, degenerate
forms of components with no inlets, no outlets, or no internal states are all covered by the
above definition.
The corresponding set of equations is then defined by:
EC ¼
Θout ¼ fΘðΘin; x; _m;uÞ;
_x ¼ fxðΘin;Θout; x; _m; uÞ;
y ¼ fyðx; _mÞ;
pr ¼ fpðΘin;Θout; x; _m; uÞ;
r p̂r þ L €m ¼ rC;P
_mi ¼ 0 j rC ¼ 0;
dx=dt ¼ _x;







where fΘ, fx, fy, and fp are arbitrary non-linear functions and L is a linear diagonal matrix
with the corresponding inertances. In case fΘ is of the form: fΘðx; _mÞ and rC ¼ 0 applies,
we call C a loop-breaker component andmark this by a tilde, such as ~C. Loop breakers are
needed to model cyclical fluid flows. Usually, they represent elements of a fixed volume or
mass.
The sum of equations for the component is formed by a term for each element in order
of appearance: od þ dimðxÞ þ dimðyÞ þ ðnþ oÞ þ ðnþ oÞ þ 1þ dimðxÞ þ ðnþ oÞ.
This means that nd þ ðnþ oÞ þ dimðuÞ further equations are needed to match the
number of variables of VC. These equations will be added when we connect the compo-
nent with other components.
We shall now define how components have to be connected. Figure 7 illustrates a fully
connected system. As depicted, there are two possible connections: the connection of
a fluid outlet to a fluid inlet and the connection of a signal output to a signal input.
The connection of the ith outlet of component A to the jth inlet of component B (or
vice versa) yields the following equations:
Figure 6. Interface representation of an exemplary component with its interface variables. The fluid
flows are represented by solid lines and signal flows by dashed lines. The non-listed variables
x; x_; €m; pr; rC form internal variables of the component.
Figure 7. System composed out of different components. C7 is marked by dashed lines since it meets
the structural requirements for a loop-breaker.
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Θin;j;B ¼ Θout;i;A
rj;B ¼ rnþi;A
_mj;B þ _mnþi;A ¼ 0
(31)
The connection of the ith output of component A to the jth input of component B yields
the following equation:
uj;B ¼ yi;A (32)
A system is fully connected if and only if all inlets are connected to an outlet and vice
versa, and all inputs are connected to an output or are defined as a function of time or
total system input. No inlet shall be connected to multiple outlets and vice versa, and no
input variable shall be connected to more than one output.
In fully connected systems, the 2ðoþ nÞ connection equations for r and _m are thus
always shared by two components. Hence, in a fully connected system, the following
number of equations are added for each component: nd þ ðnþ oÞ þ dimðuÞ. This means
that each component now has the same number of variables and equations and conse-
quently also the whole system. This is a prerequisite for a structurally regular equation
system.
3.3.2. Derivation of the resulting structure
The connection equations are all linear equations. Each component contains a linear and
a non-linear part. The non-linear part is expressed by the functions fΘ, fx, fy, and fp of
Equation (30). What can we say about the computation of this non-linear part?
Since x and _m are state variables, we can assume them to be known. This means that
the function fyðÞ always can be computed straight-forward for all components since it
only depends on known variables. Furthermore, since the inputs u consist of other
component’s outputs also all input variables can be assumed to be known. We can first
determine y of all components and then u.
A straightforward solution of Θout ¼ fΘðΘin; x; _m; uÞ is hence possible if also Θin is
known. Θin of a component will be determined by Θout of another component. The
question whether we can straight-forwardly compute fΘðÞ of all components hence
depends on the system topology.
We can represent the connections of components as directed graph. The components
C form the vertices and the edges point from the outlets to the connected inlets. An
exception are loop-breaker components ~C. These components form two disjoint vertices.
One for all its inlets and one for all its outlets. When the resulting graph is acyclic, the
directed graph can be topologically sorted and gives rise to a partial order of its vertices or
components, respectively. We can then compute the functions fΘðÞ in the partial order of
their corresponding component.
Once fΘðÞ of all components has been evaluated, we can also evaluate fxðÞ and fpðÞ of
all components simply because these functions share the same set of inputs in addition to
the output of fΘ.
This means that the complete non-linear part of the equation system can be solved by
a straightforward evaluation of all components, when the connection graph determined
by the inlet to outlet connection of the components is acyclic and taking the special case
of loop-breaker components into account. Or in other terms: the partial order of the
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components determined by the connections from outlet to inlet enables to permute the
structural incidence matrix [18] for the variables y; u;Θin;Θout; _x;pr into a lower-
triagonal form with full diagonal. This is marked with a triangular-like shape in Figure 8.
The columns of a structure incidence matrix express the unknown variables of the
system. We denote them here by their scalar representatives. The rows express the
complete set of equations. We show their corresponding form by taking examples from
EC or the connection equations. The matrix element k; l of the structure incidence matrix
is non-zero if the kth equation contains the lth variable.
The structure incidence reveals a structural singularity: the vector of mass flow rates _m
is over-constrained and hence a part of the diagonal remain zero. The equations of the
form
P
_mi ¼ 0 express a constraint between potential state variables. Let us resolve this
singularity by the dummy derivative method [16] that has its origins from Pantelides
[20]. To this end, we add the time derivatives of the constraint equations to the systemP
€mi ¼ 0 and remove correspondingly the same number of differential equations of the
form d _m=dt ¼ €m. After this removal, only a subset _mS  _m will represent states whereas
all elements _mn _mS are determined directly by the linear constraint equations. The good
news is that the dimension of the state vector is hence typically significantly reduced. The
dummy derivative method can be successfully applied as long as the set of constraints is
non-redundant. Since a loop-breaker component does not contain the constraintP
_mi ¼ 0, this condition will be fulfilled. It is not possible to formulate a redundant
constraint for the mass flows in a cycle-free graph with the given equation structure. This
is because an acyclic graph gives rise to a partial order of the mass flow variables (or in
concrete terms: downstream mass flow rates can only depend on upstream mass flow
rates). The sum equations that relate the mass flows with each other can hence be put into
a lower-triangular form with a full diagonal.
Figure 8. The structure incidence matrix permuted close to a Block-Lower-Triangular (BLT) form [19].
This matrix is expressed block-wise: D denotes a fully diagonal block, L an lower-triangular block with
full diagonal, B a block with some non-zero entries, and 0 as well as empty space equally express a zero
matrix block. The variables y, u; . . . represent the corresponding variables of all components in the
system. The equations in the marked lower-triangular part are potentially non-linear.
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Figure 9 shows the structure after the application of the dummy derivative method.
We see that the only entries above the diagonal correspond to the differential equations.
Hence, these will be taken care of by the numerical ODE-solver. What can we state about
the structure of the remaining linear equation system? This part is marked by a rectangle
in Figure 9. All the equations in this block are linear. Even better, when the parameters of
the inertance L in equations of the form r p̂r þ L €m ¼ rC are invariant to time, the
linear equation system can be inverted upfront since all other coefficients are integer
constants. L will be invariant to time when the system is of fixed geometry: a reasonable
assumption for many technical systems.
In summary, we retrieve the finding of our initial illustration example of Figure 5:
acyclic thermal fluid networks can be computed by straight-forward evaluation of non-
linear computations from source to sink and the solution of a linear system. Since the
dummy derivative method and matrix-inversion can be performed upfront, the linear
part can be solved by a matrix-vector multiplication during simulation time.
Cyclic flows can also be computed in this way, as long as each cycle contains at least one
loop-breaker component. The outlets of the loop-breaker act then as a source and the inlets
act as a sink.
3.3.3. Implementation of components
We shall now show that the defined structure of equations is indeed feasible to model
thermal fluid systems. To this end, we will briefly sketch the most important components
in this sub-section. In the next section, we present a Modelica implementation with
a corresponding use case.
To model thermal fluid systems, we roughly need the following kinds of components:
● Boundaries (e.g. sources and sinks)
● Flow distribution and mixing (such as junctions and splitters)
● Volumes
● Flow manipulation (pipes, valves, compressors, turbines, etc.)
Figure 9. The structure incidence matrix brought into BLT form. This matrix is expressed block wise
with the same notation as in Figure 8. d now denotes a non-full diagonal matrix. Note, the equations in
the marked quadratic block are all linear.
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Let us quickly go through them one by one taking an ideal gas as medium, so that the
thermodynamic state is defined by pressure and enthalpy for steady mass flowΘ ¼ ðp̂; ĥÞ.
We also define that input parameters of the model are denoted by the suffix set and that
the inertance L results out of geometric parameters of the corresponding component. 
shall represent a small number > 0. All these variables can hence be assumed to be
known.
A typical source boundary has the following variables and equations:
VSource :¼ Θout ¼ p̂1ĥ1
 












r1  pr1 þ L€m1 ¼ rC;
rC ¼ 0;






A typical sink is defined by the following variables and equations:
VSink :¼ Θin ¼ p̂1ĥ1
 




pr1 ¼ pset  p̂1
r1  pr1 þ L€m1 ¼ rC;
rC ¼ 0;





Such a modelling of source and sink makes the sink the energy source for the mass-flow
acceleration. We can also formulate a junction of two flows with index 1 and 2 including
mixing into 3 in the following form:





























r pr þ L €m ¼ rC;
_m1 þ _m2 þ _m3 ¼ 0;






where v represents the specific volume being a non-linear function of the thermodynamic
state ðp̂; ĥÞ. The variables pr and rC are here used to express pressure equivalence.
Equations for general n to m junctions can be set up accordingly.
A component for a finite volume with ideal mixing has an internal state. Here is
a volume component with one inlet and one outlet:
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; x ¼ M
u
 


























¼ _m1 þ _m2ð _m1ðĥ1ð1þ p̂2p̂1p̂1 ð1 γ
1ÞÞ þ uÞ þ _m2ðĥ2 þ uÞÞ=M
 !
;
pr ¼ p̂2  p̂10
 	
;
r pr þ L €m ¼ rC;
rC ¼ 0;






where M is the total mass content of the volume V and u is the specific internal energy.
The parameter γ is the adiabatic constant: the fraction of enthalpy over internal energy.
The volume model is modelled such that it behaves like a sink for its inlet and like
a source for its outlet; hence the implementation of pr. The explicit formula for _u requires
explanation. It is derived out of the following energy balance:
_uM þ _Mu ¼ _m1ĥ1 þ _m2ĥ2 þ _m1ĥ1 p̂2  p̂1p̂1
ð1 γ1Þ (41)
where the term _m1h1ðp̂2  p̂1Þ=p̂1ð1 γ1Þ ¼ ðp̂2  p̂1Þ _V1 represents the flow of volume
work given or taken from the enthalpy of the volume by making the inlet account for the
pressure difference between p̂1 and p̂2. By convention, the energy to accelerate (or
decelerate) the fluid stream is taken out of the sink and if the sink is the inlet of
a volume, the energy has to be taken from (or given to) the volume.
As we can see, the function fΘ now fulfils the requirements of a loop-breaker
component. Hence, all volume components can be used to break up cyclic flows into
acyclic ones. This is a very useful property.
The last and most diverse set of components is denoted as flow manipulation. These
are components where the thermodynamic state of a medium flowing through the
component is manipulated. Many classical components such as compressors, turbines,
valves, etc., fall in this category. Here, we represent the non-linear pressure drop in a pipe
as one representative example. A simple linear-quadratic resistance law is being used:


























r pr þ L €m ¼ rC;
_m1 þ _m2 ¼ 0;






As we can see, function fΘðÞ is used to implement standard text-book equations of
a component. Here, a law for pressure drop and the conservation of enthalpy is used.
For different components, different textbook equations (or empirical formula) might be
used.
When using textbook equations, a few things need to be considered to enable a robust
solution of the resulting DAE system. First of all, fΘðÞ must be well defined for its
complete range of possible inputs. Typical critical points here are that media models
often have a limited range of validity and that many textbook equations become singular
(or invalid) when _m ! 0. Hence, care must be taken when using textbook equations. It is
also favourable if fΘðÞ is a continuous function with its partial derivatives well defined.
This enables the application of stiff-stable implicit solvers.
For many components, such textbook equations represent static formulations and
hence, x will be empty. However, certain component models may contain internal states.
The rotational velocity of a turbine wheel may be such an example. This is one purpose of
x and fxðÞ.
Sometimes, it is also beneficial to interact with the internal states of other components.
Models for heat-exchangers are such an example. Highly simplified, a heat exchanger can
be regarded as consisting in two pipes that have the wall temperature as an internal state.
The heat exchange can then be formulated as a law between these two wall temperatures.
Such laws can be implemented using the variables u and y with their corresponding
functions fxðÞ and fyðÞ.
It is important to note that all examples from above are not prescriptions but
demonstrations of feasibility. Components can (and are, in our case) also be differently
implemented in the same structural format. We will now continue demonstrating that
this format is useful for the object-oriented modelling of complex thermo-fluid systems
by sketching one possible implementation in Modelica.
4. Implementation in Modelica and exemplary use case
In order to implement the proposed computational scheme, the open and free language
Modelica is a natural choice. It enables to directly formulate the system using differ-
ential-algebraic equations in an object-oriented way and frees the modeller from the
task of computational realization. This means: if the modeller adheres to the proposed
structure of the equation system, all further processing is performed by one of the
Modelica tools. This includes the ordering of equations into a BLT-form, the symbolic
index-reduction, the extraction of the linear equation system and the application of an
ODE-solver.
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4.1. Interfaces and base components
In Modelica, individual components are collected in a package and interact with an
interface class denoted as connector. In our case, the connector defines the fluid plug
between components:
connector Inlet


















The inertial pressure r and the mass flow rate m_flow form a pair of potential and flow
variable. The thermodynamic state is expressed by steady mass flow pressure p_hat the
corresponding enthalpy h_hat and the mass fraction vector Xi. It is handled as a signal
going in the nominal flow direction and hence marked by input/output prefixes. Please
note that the prefixes input and output per se do not imply causality. Modelica tools treat
equations between such variables just as any other equation. Since the interface shall support
various media, the medium type is a parameter and determines the dimension of the mass
fraction vector.
Using this connector, we can setup the equations for a junction where two inflows













portC.p_hat = (portA.p_hat*m_flowA + portB.p_hat*m_flowB)
/(m_flowA+m_flowB);
portC.h_hat = (portA.h_hat*m_flowA + portB.h_hat*m_flowB)
/(m_flowA+m_flowB);
portC.Xi = (portA.Xi*m_flowA + portB.Xi*m_flowB)
/(m_flowA+m_flowB);
portA.r + portA.p_hat + L*der(portA.m_flow) = r_C;
portB.r + portB.p_hat + L*der(portB.m_flow) = r_C;
portC.r + portC.p_hat + L*der(portC.m_flow) = r_C;
portA.m_flow + portB.m_flow + portC.m_flow = 0;
end Junction;
This particular junction model uses the simplified equation for the steady mass flow
pressure (Equation 20) based on the mass flow rate and not on the volume flow rate.
Furthermore, a regularization scheme is applied to the (nominal) inflows in order to
make the model numerically robust against zero mass flow.
Many components of the category flow manipulation have two ports. Here we present





parameter SIunits.Area A = world.A




0 = portA.m_flow + portB.m_flow;
m_flow = portA.m_flow;
portA.r – portB.r = dr;
dr = der(m_flow)*L/A;
end TwoPort;
Actual implementations of pipes, pumps, valves, etc., can inherit this base model and
extend it with the corresponding textbook equations.
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4.2. Development of the HEXHEX library and its components
Starting from these base-models, we have developed the Modelica HEXHEX library for
aircraft environmental control and cooling systems. It contains components for pipes,
valves, pumps, fans, compressors, turbines, heat-exchangers, water extractors, etc. Also,
there are boundary models to set the environmental conditions. Since this library repre-
sents a proprietary development for Airbus, its source or other details cannot be published.
The proposed structure of this paper ensures that if the components robustly
compute, a total system composed out of them will do as well. On the other side,
a single bad component that is not robust can still corrupt the complete system.
Hence, each component must undergo a check-list for quality control:
● The equations of the component must fit into the proposed structural format.
● The component equations shall be well-matured and plausible for zero mass flow
rates and mass flow rates against the nominal flow direction.
● The medium model for the thermodynamic properties must be robust enough to
handle all occurring pressures and temperatures.
● Any continuous change in the mass flow rate shall lead to a continuous change in
the inertial pressure. And hence the equations for p̂ shall be formulated such that
@p̂=@ _m is always well defined.
● Further criteria regarding coding standards and usability must be met.
The check of these criteria is currently performed manually, involves also extra test-
models and hence is labour prone. Yet the number of required components is finite and
manageable. Given that the number of possible system compositions is significantly
larger and potentially infinite, the effort undertaken for component development ulti-
mately pays off.
To check whether the equations of a component fit into the proposed structural
format, the modeller checks whether he can assign the equations of the Modelica
model to the definition of C. Deviations (such as substitutions) that avoid bulky code
are accepted. The functions fΘ, fx, fy, fp are not explicitly stated because this would impair
the natural readability of the code. Auxiliary variables (such as m_flowA, m_flowB in the
previous listing) needed to compute these functions are allowed.
It is important that the code remains naturally readable since a user of the library shall
remain able to check the underlying model assumptions. Hence, the implementation of
the proposed structure is not fully strict but with a sense of what is essential and
appropriate.
4.3. Use case example
To demonstrate the application of HEXHEX, a complex electric architecture for an
aircraft environmental control system has been modelled. In future, such system designs
may replace the air cycle that is sketched in Figure 1.
Figure 10 shows the model diagram of an electric driven vapour cycle pack (eVCP).
The function of this pack is to compress outside air, dehumidify it when necessary and
cool (or occasionally heat) it to the desired outlet temperature. For cooling, the aircraft
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provides a ram-air channel where heat can be dissipated. To support the cooling effort,
a vapour cycle with a refrigerant is provided. The architecture of this pack is derived from
a patent [21]. Different from the originally published architecture, the vapour cycle was
simplified. The original vapour cycle has an additional evaporator connected to recircu-
lated air from the cabin.
Unlike conventional bleed-air driven air cycle packs [22], unconditioned outside air
instead of bleed air from the engine enters the eVCP. The cold and low pressure air is
compressed in a first stage before it passes the primary heat exchanger (PHX). A second
compressor further raises the pressure and temperature. The dense air is then being
cooled partially in order to extract the water. Finally, it is expanded in a turbine to the
desired pressure level. To protect the turbine from icing and to reach the desired
temperatures a reheater is installed before the turbine.
This model contains 25 time-dependent variables as internal states (as x in Equation
29): 3 times 2 for the 3 moist-air heat exchangers, and 2 times 8 for the two moving
boundary heat exchangers in the vapour cycle model. Two for the refrigerant volume.
One further state is implemented for the water extractor. Without the approach of
HEXHEX, many large non-linear equation systems would occur after BLT transforma-
tion (typically at least 3 that require more than 10 iteration variables). This makes the
solution of the overall system a delicate issue, especially at initialization.
Applying the proposed structural format and the equation for the inertial pressure
adds 9 more states to the system. One for each separate mass flow (2 for the ram-air, 1 for
the refrigerant flow, 1 for the water flow and 5 for the outside air flow with its bypasses).
The important gain is that no large non-linear equation system occurs anymore. Using
stiff-system solvers such as DASSL [23] or ESDIRK23 [24], the system robustly simulates
through many different environmental conditions and internal configurations.
Figure 10. Modelica diagram of electric driven vapour cycle pack architecture using the HEXHEX
library.
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This is just one example of many possible architectures and configurations. It is
therefore important that we provided a general argument in Section 3 and that the
practical implementation and our daily work at many other examples confirm these
general claims.
5. Validity of the proposed structural format
The proposed structural format for the equation system says very little about the validity
of the actual equations being used. Using it, the modeller is free to create components of
various degrees of validity and compose arbitrary systems with them. However, the
proposed structure is only enabled by neglecting the impact of the inertial pressure on
the thermodynamic state. We shall hence investigate in this chapter how this may impact
the validity of potential system models.
Since we have used p̂ for the computation of the thermodynamic state (and not p), this
means that the impact of the pressure gradient imposed by accelerating mass flows on
thermodynamic properties such as viscosity or density is not reflected in components
that are between boundary or volume elements.
It is clear that this is irrelevant for the mass-flow static case (with all r ¼ 0). Although
this is a trivial statement, it is important because many practical industrial applications
focus on a static or quasi-static analysis of thermodynamic processes. The term quasi-static
means here that there is dynamic behaviour of interest but at frequencies significantly lower
than mass-flow dynamics. This statement holds true also for our application field.
Yet, what about the transient behaviour? Even when the interest is rather on the mass-
flow static case, a large deviation in transient behaviour may lead to a wrong static
solution (in case they are multiple static solutions). To estimate any error, we are
interested in the fraction of Δr=p. For an ideal gas flowing through a parcel of length
Δs, we can do a simple analysis. Formulating the law for the inertial pressure in terms of
















For Δr=p to become significant, the acceleration must be expressed in Mach per second
and/or the pipe length in sound-seconds. For instance, for the quotient to become
roughly 10%, one must accelerate air in a (frictionless) pipe of 100 metres with 10
times the gravitational acceleration. For many typical applications, such values represent
very high numbers and the error can be tolerated.
For incompressible fluids the speed of sound is determined by c2 ¼ K=ρ with K being
the bulk modulus and the statement from above does not hold. Strong (mass-flow)
accelerations can indeed lead to a shift of evaporation regions or even cavitation.
Nevertheless, in many cases, this method still remains applicable (although with care)
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since for many liquids, important characteristics such as viscosity or density are rather
insensitive to a change in pressure.
To better understand the limits of validity and how to alleviate them when needed, let
us take another perspective. We can also interpret the proposed method as applying
different spatial discretization schemes to the terms p̂ and r. As with most discretization
schemes, this introduces an error that shrinks with higher spatial resolution. While p̂ is
discretized on the resolution of a component (or its subcomponents), r is only discretized
on a lower resolution between those components that represent boundaries or volumes.
This is illustrated in Figure 11. Our method is advantageous as long it is meaningful to
discretize these pressure gradients differently. This viewpoint also suggest an easy remedy
for local cases where the impact of the inertial pressure gradient becomes relevant:
include (more) volume elements (at a higher spatial resolution). Of course, this increases
the computational cost.
The same remedy can also be applied to model the mixing of fluids in a junction,
where we have chosen to ignore the last term of Equation (18). The mixing process here is
modelled in an idealized fashion without an explicit volume for mixing. In case the
neglected term becomes relevant for some reason, it is also appropriate to model the
mixing volume explicitly. This enables to take all terms into account without corrupting
the overall structure of the equation system. Hence, there is no hard limit to the validity
of the proposed method. With additional volume elements, any desired precision can be
reached at the cost of additional computational expense. However, if one has to add
many volume elements, other modelling approaches likely become computationally
advantageous.
Please also note that the underlying equations support the formulation of mass and
energy conservation. Whereas the proposed approximation may cause individual mass
and energy flows to deviate, the total balance can still be upheld, given correct component
models. Finally, it also shall be noted that other existing fluid libraries [7] choose to
ignore the inertial pressure gradient Δr in many cases. This represents just a (well-
accepted) error in the different direction.
6. Conclusions
6.1. Positioning of the approach
How does the approach of HEXHEX compare to the most common other approaches?
Figure 12 qualitatively positions the method in the dimension of robustness and perfor-
mance and compares it with two main other approaches we find in the Modelica
community. The first approach is a purely algebraic (AE) quasi-static modelling of
fluid systems. This approach may avoid any states but yields large non-linear equation
systems. Most volume-free components in the Modelica Standard Fluid library [7] are
modelled in this style. The second approach is a realization of the finite volume method
[25] (or similar) in one dimension where any flow represents the flow between two
volume models. This leads to an ODE-style approach that avoids any larger non-linear
equation system but at the price of creating many state-variables because of its many
volumes. One possible object-oriented implementation is described in [26].









































































































































































































































































































HEXHEX is right in the middle, looking for the sweet spot. It avoids completely any
large non-linear equation system but creates a DAE system that after applying the
dummy derivative method can be handled by an ODE solver. Hence, robustness on the
component level leads to robustness on the total system level. Yet, it creates only a small
set of states. The set is much smaller than for a finite volume approach, since only the
mass-flow rates are used as state variables and not the full thermodynamic state of
a volume. Furthermore, the mass-flow rates are typically shared for serially connected
components. This enables the dummy derivative method to further reduce the set of state
variables.
To have more concrete figures and better understanding in the differences of dynamic
behaviour, let us model the academic example of Figure 2 (or 5, respectively) using these
different approaches. For the sake of the example, moist-air is taken as a medium and the
black boxes represent pipes of 1m length and 0:001m2 cross-section area with non-linear
flow resistance. The inertance for each pipe is consequently L ¼ 1000m1. The finite
volume methods are applied here simplistically by just modelling the junctions A and
B as volumes (of corresponding 0:002m3) so that there is always a volume between the
algebraic flow components. The method is applied with (denoted as ODE dynamic) and
without (denoted as ODE) taking into account mass-flow dynamics.
The system is at steady state when a discrete step of input pressure is applied. The
steady-state solution is the same for all methods. Differences occur only in transient
behaviour. Figure 13 displays the dynamic response of the outlet mass-flows, for all 4
methods. The algebraic approach does not add any further dynamics and hence its
response directly represents the step change at the inlet. The DAE approach of this
paper shows an immediate response of first-order dynamics where the mass flow adapts
to the new inlet pressure. It is similar for the ODE-based solution using finite volumes.
Here the pressure drop has to propagate through two volumes. Adding mass flow
dynamics in the pipes adds a damped oscillatory behaviour of high frequency. In this
Figure 12. Qualitative positioning of the presented approach. HEXHEX is more robust than a pure
algebraic approach at the cost of adding dynamic states to the system. Yet the number of added states
is far less than with other approaches based on staggered grids and finite volumes.
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example, the time-constant for the gas compression is faster than for the gas inertia but in
general that depends on the geometry and the medium.
Table 1 lists all states for each method and the size of the resulting non-linear equation
system. The DAE-based method of this paper avoids the iterative solution of non-linear
equation system by using the smallest number of states. This was also the original intent
when designing this method. However, one has to be careful when extrapolating the
findings of this table to larger systems. The results depend on the topology. The method
described here, benefits from topologies where components are predominantly connected
in series with few cycles andmass flow balance can be assumed for large parts of the system.
Topologies featuring many parallel, potentially circular flows are rather unsuited.
6.2. Initialization and boundary conditions
A robust method for initialization is also important for the end-user. Ideally, only the
boundary conditions are defined and the components of the system do not require
additional information for initialization. For many cases, an initialization at rest with all
mass-flow rates being zero is a good starting condition. The system will then ramp-up
Figure 13. Transient behaviour of different methods as reaction to discrete drop in inlet pressure.
Table 1. This table lists the states and the occurrence of non-linear systems in implicit form for the
given example. For the algebraic approach, a system of 19 non-linear equations occur for this
example. A Modelica tool may reduce the number of iteration variables for the numerical solution.
Here, the tool Dymola reduces the system to 2 iteration variables.
Method Set of state variables # states Non-linear
AE fg 0 19
DAE f _m1; _m2g 2 0
ODE fpA; uA; XA; pB; uB; XBg 6 0
ODE dynamic fpA; uA; XA; pB; uB; XB; _m0; _m1; _m2; _m3g 10 0
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according to the boundary condition. It is actually the same as plugging in (or switching on)
the actual device.
In some cases, this ramping up may lead to a different state than expected. This
typically indicates flaws in the actual system model. In any case, there will be a trajectory
leading up to the issue, which allows for better diagnostics than just a failed initialization
with a non-linear solver.
So far, we presented a fixed schematic for the boundary conditions of the system:
prescribing the full thermodynamic state at the inlet and the pressure at the outlet. It is
however possible to work with other boundary conditions as well.
One can release boundary conditions for the pressure and replace them with boundary
conditions for the mass flow. As long as these are one-time differentiable with respect to
time and non-redundant, the resulting system can be solved using linear equations.
As popular with many object-oriented modelling approaches, it is also possible to
prescribe the outlet state and compute upstream. This will however involve non-linear
equation systems again and all the problems regarding the absence and multitude of
solutions.
6.3. Outlook on future work
Our daily practical work shows the usefulness of the proposed structural format. The
time needed for modelling and simulation of aircraft ECS systems has been drastically
reduced (by more than 80% given our personal experience) and we are convinced that the
usefulness of this modelling approach extends beyond applications for aviation. The end-
user can apply this method without being aware of any of the analysis undertaken in
Section 3. Airbus is planning an intensive use of this approach to conduct extensive
studies for an early design phase.
This paper had a strong focus on robustness because this was our main issue.
Nevertheless, the structural format also seems very suitable for the purpose of thermo-
fluid simulation under hard real-time conditions. First studies [27] on this topic revealed
promising results.
As the title suggests, the approach presented here is restricted to directed fluid flows,
meaning that the flow direction is known a priori. This is true for many technical systems
but not for all of them. However, also new developments [28] demonstrate this restric-
tion can be lifted and extensions of this format can be created that work for bi-directional
fluid flows.
Meanwhile, research on future modelling languages like Modia [29] is adopting the
solution of this paper and making it the default approach for their modellers. In this way,
we think that this work has a long-lasting impact on the object-oriented modelling of
thermofluid systems.
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